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Everything you need to know to understand and profit from the unwritten rules of Wall Street
	Investors have long relied on unofficial rules--"Buy on the rumor, sell on the news," for example--to help with their decision-making. Stock Market Rules, Third Edition, analyzes fifty of these maxims to tell you which really work, which used to work but don't anymore, and which are and always have been dangerously wrong.

	Beyond just explaining these rules, however, market veteran Michael Sheimo uses them to help you grasp the finer points of stock trading. Examples include:

	RULE #9: Look for Insider Trading--Sheimo reviews SEC insider trading rules and regulations and recent research studies to conclude, "Insider trading is pretty much meaningless or illegal."   
	RULE #2: Buy the Stock That Splits--After explaining the mechanics of a stock split, and reviewing post-split behavior of specific stocks, Sheimo determines that a split alone is no reason to buy a stock.   
	RULE #48: There's Always a Santa Claus Rally--Sheimo writes, "There is a repetitive tendency of the stock market to rally between the months of November and December. An investor can take advantage of such rallies . . . "   


	Revised, updated, and packed with valuable information and analysis on how to profit in today's fast-moving markets, Stock Market Rules, Third Edition reveals the real truth behind what everyone is saying. It will provide you with market-proven techniques and insights that will dramatically improve your investing knowledge, confidence, and results.

About the Author

Michael D. Sheimo is an internationally recognized stock market expert, with extensive experience as a registered representative and registered options principal. He has written Bond Market Rules, Mutual Fund Rules, and other investment titles.
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Excel 2007 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
"John Walkenbach provides excellent examples in this book?that Excel users will find very useful."
   —David McRitchie, Microsoft MVP
   The perennial bestseller—now fully updated for Excel 2007!   

 Whether you're already a power user or just starting, find out how to get the most out of this...
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Natural Gas Hydrates, Second Edition: A Guide for EngineersGulf Professional, 2009

	The petroleum industry spends millions of dollars every year to combat the formation of hydrates - the solid, crystalline compounds that form from water and small molecules - that cause problems by plugging transmission lines and damaging equipment. They are a problem in the production, transmission and processing of natural gas and it is...
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Real World Print Production with Adobe Creative Suite ApplicationsPeachpit Press, 2009

	Contrary to popular belief, print is not dead! With all the interest in online publishing here in the 21st century, it’s easy to lose sight of the fact that information is still widely disseminated through the good old medium of print.

	

	The advent of desktop publishing granted new levels of power and control to the...
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Information Flow Control for Java: A Comprehensive Approach Based on Path Conditions in Dependence GraphsKIT Scientific Publishing, 2009

	This thesis presents several precise techniques that analyze object-oriented languages for security violations, together with evaluations on Java benchmarks. The key question that will be targeted throughout this work is “Can a given statement directly or indirectly influence another statement, and if this is possible, how can this...
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MCTS Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-445): Microsoft SQL Server 2005Microsoft Press, 2007
This training kit is designed for business intelligence developers and administrators who plan to take the Microsoft Certified Technical Specialist (MCTS) Exam 70-445, Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Business Intelligence – Implementation and Maintenance. The primary objective of this exam is to certify that...
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Windows 8.1 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2013

	The bestselling book on Windows, now updated for the new 8.1 features


	Microsoft has fine-tuned Windows 8 with some important new features, and veteran author Andy Rathbone explains every one in this all-new edition of a long-time bestseller. Whether you're using Windows for the first time, upgrading from an older...
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